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Abstract— The connected and automated hybrid electric
vehicles (CAHEVs) have the potential to improve safety and
mitigate traffic congestions. A crucial problem of the CAHEVs
is that the lithium-ion batteries are highly temperature sensitive,
whose output power is severely limited at low temperatures.
Moreover, the cells may be premature aging at high operat-
ing temperatures and even result in an explosion, seriously
threatening the human safety. Consequently, a practical and
energy-efficient battery thermal management (BTM) strategy
is required with the minimum possible cooling/heating energy
consumption. To achieve the multiple objectives, a finite-set based
model predictive control (FSMPC) strategy is presented for the
BTM in CAHEVs. Since the thermoelectric model of the BTM
system is highly nonlinear and time variant, an extended state
observer is implemented for accurate system state estimation and
prediction so that the parameter uncertainties inherent in the
system can be compensated. The hardware-in-the-loop validation
of the proposed strategy is conducted on the urban dynamometer
drive schedule-based on a Toyota Prius plug-in HEV model.
The results demonstrate that the proposed BTM strategy can
maintain the battery pack in the CAHEV operating at the
optimum temperature and save 30% BTM energy compared to
the conventional method even under 50% parameter uncertainty.

Index Terms— Battery thermal management (BTM), connected
and automated hybrid electric vehicle (CAHEV), energy saving,
extended state observer (ESO), model predictive control.

I. INTRODUCTION

HYBRID electric vehicles (HEVs) are more energy effi-
cient and cleaner than conventional vehicles [1], [2].

Recently, the connected and automated driving system has
been applied to HEVs to further reduce fuel consumption
along with the improvement of safety and traffic conges-
tion [3]–[5]. The connected and automated HEVs (CAHEVs)
include with advanced sensor technologies can provide
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real-time local information about current road conditions,
which can be aggregated and analyzed to predict future road
information and provide timely local feedback through intelli-
gent transportation systems. Therefore, the optimized vehicle
drive cycle can be achieved by the automated drive system in
real time, leading to a considerable reduction of congestion,
travel time, and fuel consumption [6].

However, CAHEVs involve several technical challenges,
among which the battery thermal management (BTM) is cru-
cial. For the commonly used lithium-ion batteries, low working
temperatures such as −20 °C to −10 °C lead to slower
chemical reactions, resulting in reduced power and available
energy of the cell, as well as severe battery degradation [7].
Also, high working temperatures can reduce the lifetime and
threaten the safety of the batteries, even cause permanent
damage [8]. Therefore, the lithium-ion battery has to operate
within a range of 15 °C–35 °C to ensure safety, optimum
performance, and long service life [9].

Extensive research efforts have been made to focus on active
BTM strategies with external air and liquid cooling/heating
to improve both the system performance and efficiency.
References [10]–[16] developed the detailed thermoelectric
model of the BTM system in HEVs for better controllability,
in which the heat generation mechanism, heat dissipation rate,
and temperature uniformity are thoroughly discussed. Several
global optimization methods, such as Pontryagin’s maximum
principle [17], dynamic programming [18]–[20], and nonlinear
programming [21], have been performed on predefined road
cycles to obtain reduced BTM energy consumption. However,
the actual road cycles cannot well coincident with the preset
fundamental road cycles because they are affected by ran-
domized factors, e.g., weather conditions, traffic congestion,
and driving styles. Consequently, the system performance and
efficiency of these BTM strategies are degraded, because the
merit of future road profile prediction in CAHEVs is not
fully exploited. To enhance the applicability and real-time
performance in CAHEVs, some online BTM strategies are
also developed with the implementation of back stepping
control [22], nonlinear model predictive control [23]–[25],
and constrained linear quadratic predictive control [26], etc.,
in which accurate BTM models and associated parameters
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are required. To deal with this issue, various methods are
proposed for extracting the thermoelectric parameters of BTM
systems [27]–[32].

Nevertheless, the performance and efficiency of the BTM
system in CAHEVs are still challenged due to the compli-
cated and nonlinear system model and parameters. Previous
thermoelectric parameter estimation methods require offline
experiments to provide look-up tables, for which a mass of pre-
liminary work should be completed to deal with various BTM
system configurations under different operating conditions,
such as battery system-on-a-chip (SOC), air and liquid flow
mass rates, and ambient temperature. Moreover, thermoelectric
parameters of each BTM system in the same vehicle model
present diversities because of the inherent parametric consis-
tency of lithium-ion power batteries, such that the applicability
and accuracy of the offline parameter test and measure-
ment cannot be guaranteed. In order to enhance the system
robustness against parameter uncertainties, the proportional—
integral—differential (PID) controllers are still widely imple-
mented in HEVs’ BTM strategy regulate the air and liquid
cooling/heating power separately [33]. Although this method
can maintain the battery temperature to a reasonable range,
the controllability of the consumed energy is unavailable due
to the single-degree freedom of the PID controller, so that the
energy optimization is hard to obtain.

In this paper, the BTM model is highly nonlinear and
time variant, so that the analytical results of the optimization
problem cannot be obtained through a closed-form equation.
Instead, the numerical method has to be implemented to
solve the minimum value problem of the cost function in
the BTM system. Because the optimization method such as
dynamic programming and nonlinear programming requires a
large amount of computational resources, they are not prac-
tical for a long-term prediction in the real-time applications.
To achieve the desired real-time performance, the finite-set-
based predictive control method is proposed in this paper to
discretize the control inputs to several combinations of the air
and liquid mass flows. Then, the approximate minimum value
of the cost function can be solved by the numerical method to
obtain energy-efficient temperature control. In this method, the
future road profile information of CAHEVs is entirely used to
predict the battery temperature and evaluate the performances
of possible solutions in the finite set. To avoid the prelimi-
nary measurements and enhancing the parameter robustness,
a real-time estimation method based on an extended state
observer (ESO) is proposed, which can precisely estimate
the effect of the parameter uncertainties on the BTM system.
With this method, proper compensation can be implemented
to eliminate the influence of the parameter uncertainties. The
hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) tests based on a 2010 Toyota Prius
plug-in HEV (PHEV) model are implemented to validate
the effectiveness and energy saving of the proposed robust
predictive BTM strategy for CAHEVs.

II. CONFIGURATION AND MATHEMATICAL MODEL

OF BTM SYSTEM IN CAHEVs
A. BTM System Configuration in HEVs

The air cooling/heating system uses several fans to drive
the cabin air directly flowing past the surface of battery cells.

Fig. 1. Air and indirect liquid combined BTM system for HEVs.

The air-based BTM system is preferred by HEV manufacturers
due to its simplicity and low cost. However, for large-scale
battery cells discharging at high C-rates in plug-in HEVs,
the liquid cooling/heating system is preferred for its better
temperature regulation ability but with increased complexity,
cost, and potential leakage problem. To fully use the merits
of both systems, some HEV manufacturers combine the two
systems in HEV models to obtain the optimum performance.
In this paper, the air and liquid combined cooling/heating
system is chosen as the BTM system configuration to achieve
better efficiency, cost, and safety. The architecture of the BTM
system is shown in Fig. 1.

B. Control-Oriented Model

As the BTM system is a nonlinear, time-variant system,
its mathematical model cannot be directly implemented for
control. Thus, a proper level of model simplification is required
for the temperature control purpose. In this paper, a control-
oriented thermoelectric model is developed for the implemen-
tation of model predictive BTM strategy.

As shown in Fig. 2(a), the battery electric behavior is
described by an equivalent circuit containing a voltage source
Voc and an internal resistance Rbat [11]. Note that the battery
parameters are influenced by the temperature and the SOC,
as shown in Fig. 2(b) and (c). In addition, the battery aging
can result in the battery parameter variation after several times
of charging/discharging. The battery charge/discharge current
can be expressed by

Ibat = Pbat/Vbat (1)

where Pbat is the battery power, and the terminal voltage Vbat
can be represented as

Vbat = Voc − Rbat Ibat. (2)

Substituting (1) into (2), the battery charge/discharge current
can be calculated as

Ibat =
(

Voc −
√

V 2
oc − 4Pbat Rbat

)
/2Rbat (3)

where Pbat is the output power of the battery. Battery’s SOC
can be expressed as

SOCg = −Ibat/Cbat =
(√

V 2
oc − 4Pbat Rbat − Voc

)
/2RbatCbat.

(4)

The battery open-circuit voltage Voc and internal resistance
Rbat are affected by the temperature and SOC. However, they
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Fig. 2. Proposed battery electric model. (a) Equivalent circuit diagram of the battery pack. (b) Open-circuit voltage of battery cell. (c) Internal resistance of
battery cell.

are assumed to be constant within a short period because of
the slow dynamics of the battery temperature.

As for the controller design purpose, the uneven battery
temperature distribution caused by the diffusion is not con-
sidered, because it is affected by the heat dissipation design
and is complicated to model. Therefore, a lumped-parameter
thermal model is chosen to effectively represent the dynamic
changes of battery pack temperature, in which the battery cell
is considered to have the same core and surface temperatures.
According to the energy balancing principle, any change in
battery temperature can be described as a heat balance around
the module

˙Tbat = (Qgen + Qexh − Qair − Qliq)/Cp,batmbat (5)

where Qgen denotes the heat generation rate, Qair and Qliq
are rates of the heat dispersed by air and liquid flows,
respectively. Qexh denotes the unknown heat source coupled
by the powertrain, such as engine exhausted heat. The unit of
Qgen, Qair, Qliq, and Qexh is J/s. Cp,bat and mbat stand for the
module thermal capacity and mass, whose units are J/(kg · K)
and kg, respectively.

The general energy balanced battery thermal model is
developed in [10] for estimating the heat generation rate of
the battery pack, which is expressed as

Qgen = I 2
bat Rbat − IbatTbat

dVoc

dTbat
. (6)

The heat generation rate comprises two heat source terms:
the irreversible Joule heat caused by the internal resistance (the
first item) and the reversible entropy heat (the second item)
caused by the entropy change during the chemical reactions
in the battery. dV oc/dTbat is a thermoelectric parameter only
related to the type of the battery cell. Thus, the battery
generates the entropy heat during the discharging (Ibat > 0)
and absorbs the entropy heat during the charging (Ibat < 0).
Meanwhile, the heat dissipation model can be established
using the theory of uniform wall [34]; thus Qair and Qliq can
be calculated by

Qair = Cp,airmair(Tbat−Tcab)[1−exp(−hair Aair/Cp,airmair)]
(7)

Qliq = Cp,liqmliq(Tbat−Tliq)[1−exp(−hliq Aliq/Cp,liqmliq)]
(8)

where Cp,air and Cp,liq denote the thermal capacity of the air
and the coolant. Tcab and Tliq indicate the temperature of the
cabin air and the coolant, respectively. mair and mliq denote
the air and coolant flow mass rates, whose unit is kg/s. In this
paper, Tcab is assumed to be constant for simplicity, as the
air conditioner can regulate the cabin temperature within a
small range. Reasonably, Tliq is also assumed to be constant,
as the heat dissipated by the coolant can be totally exchanged
in the heat pump. The corresponding heat transfer areas are
denoted by Aair and Aliq. Meanwhile, the equivalent heat
transfer coefficients are hair and hliq, whose unit is J/(m2 · K).
It should be noted that hair and hliq are time variant and have
highly nonlinear characteristics, which are dependent on the
temperature, battery, and the air and liquid mass flow rates.

The thermoelectric model of BTM system is described
by (3)–(8), in which the air and liquid mass flow rates mair
and mliq are considered as system inputs, and the battery
temperature and SOC are system states. The consumed electric
power of air and liquid cooling/heating can be regarded as
approximately proportional to the cubic of the system inputs
mair and mliq, e.g., Pair = Kairm3

air and Pliq = Kliqm3
liq. The air

and liquid mass flow rates should be well controlled to obtain
the optimum temperature Tbat with the minimum possible
consumed energy. The thermoelectric parameters in (3)–(8),
such as Vbat, Rbat, hair, and hliq, are usually obtained by
preliminary offline experiments and measurements, which
are time consuming and less accurate due to the inherent
battery parameter inconsistency. For better performance and
efficiency, an online estimation method will be introduced in
Section IV to compensate the parameter uncertainties.

III. FINITE-SET BASED MODEL PREDICTIVE

BTM STRATEGY FOR CAHEVS

As the thermoelectric battery model is highly nonlinear and
time variant, the controllers used in the linear system are
not applicable. Therefore, the finite-set-based model predictive
control is implemented to regulate the battery temperature for
its robustness and simplicity. The future driving profile in
CAHEVs can be used to predict the potential battery power.
Thus, the battery temperature in accordance with thermal
management power can be predicted to evaluate the thermal
management effect and associated energy consumption.
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A. Battery Temperature Prediction

According to the thermoelectric battery model presented
by (5), the control-oriented discrete prediction function for
the battery temperature in CAHEVs can be built

Tbat(k + i) = Tbat(k + i − 1) + Ts

× [Qgen(k + i − 1) − Qair(k+i −1)

− Qliq(k+i −1)]/Cp,batmbat (9)

where Ts is the sampling period, and i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , H . H is
the prediction horizon. The heat dissipation rates Qair and Qliq
are discretized as

Qair(k + i) = Cp,airmair(k + i)[Tbat(k + i) − Tcab(k + i)]
{1 − exp[−hair Aair/Cp,airmair(k + i)]}

(10)

Qliq(k + i) = Cp,liqmliq(k + i)[Tbat(k + i) − Tliq(k + i)]
{1 − exp[−hliq Aliq/Cp,liqmliq(k + i)]} (11)

The battery temperature and consumed cooling/heating power
during the prediction horizon are available by using the
proposed prediction functions (9)–(11). For CAHEVs, there is
an outstanding feature that the future drive information during
the prediction horizon can be obtained from the intelligent
electronic control unit (ECU) in advance. Therefore, the future
propulsion power of the vehicle can be used to predict
the potential charge/discharge power Pbat, then Qgen(k) can
be predicted by the proposed thermoelectric model. Conse-
quently, a long prediction horizon for the BTM system in
CAHEVs, e.g., 30 s or even 1 min, can be implemented to
significantly improve the system efficiency.

The remaining SOC is selected to evaluate the BTM system
efficiency, which is expressed as

SOC(k + i)

= SOC(k + i − 1) − Ts/2Cbat Rbat

·
[
Voc(k+i −1)−

√
V 2

oc(k+i −1) − 4Pbat(k+i −1)Rbat

]
.

(12)

In (12), the BTM power Pair(k) and Pliq(k) should be also
contained in Pbat(k) to evaluate the BTM system efficiency.

B. Cost Function Selection

In order to obtain the optimum battery temperature with the
minimum required energy cost, a cost function should be used
to evaluate the performances of the possible solutions in the
finite set. Since the battery temperature and the energy saving
are both the control targets, they should be both considered in
the cost function.

It is known that the critical high or low temperatures can
accelerate the aging of the battery cells, resulting in premature
of the battery packs. Meanwhile, under the low temperatures,
the battery capacity is severely deteriorated, leading to the
limited output power. Therefore, the cost function should
provide a relatively high punishment against low temperatures
compared with the optimum working temperatures. Moreover,
a very high temperature may result in the thermal failure

Fig. 3. Battery temperature punishment function.

of the batteries, even leading to explosion. Thus, the critical
high temperatures should take much more punishment than
the critical low temperatures in the cost function, representing
that the BTM system should pay more attention to the critical
high temperatures to ensure safety. To meet both requirements,
Lopez-Sanz et al. [23], [24] proposed a temperature punish-
ment function based on the battery type, aging performance,
and electric parameters under different temperatures, which is
implemented in this paper

F (k) = α0 − α1Tbat(k) + α2T 2
bat(k) − α3T 3

bat(k) + α4T 4
bat(k)

(13)

where α0 = 0.2636, α1 = 1.285e-2, α2 = 2.47e-4, α3 =
1.847e-5, and α4 = 5.316e-7, which are corresponding coef-
ficients obtained through curve fitting. The punishment curve
against battery temperature is shown in Fig. 3. It is obvious
that the cost function provides very high punishment values
at critical high temperature to ensure the safe operation and
the less aging effect. The critically low battery temperatures
are also punished by relatively high values for better aging
performance and more available output power. The optimum
operating temperature range between 20 °C and 35 °C is
acceptable according to the manufacturer, which is also rep-
resented in the cost function curve.

As to the energy consumption, a straightforward evaluation
approach is to calculate the consumed SOC. Consequently,
the cost function for the FSMPC is established as

J (k) = μF(k + H) + (1 − μ)[1 − SOC(k + H )] (14)

where μ ∈ (0, 1) is the coefficient to tune the weighting
factor between the BTM system performance and efficiency.
From (14), it is concluded that the proposed cost function can
efficiently evaluate both the battery temperature and the energy
cost, which applies to the proposed FSMPC method for BTM
system in CAHEVs.

C. Finite-Set-Based MPC BTM Strategy

Since the BTM model described by (3)–(8) is a highly
nonlinear system, it is not possible to directly solve the opti-
mum air and liquid cooling/heating powers. Thus, a finite-set
based control strategy is proposed in this paper, in which the
complicated resolving process can be avoided. Each solution
is substituted in the long-horizon prediction model (9)–(11)
to predict the battery temperature and SOC at the destination.
Then, the cost function (14) is used to evaluate the related
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Fig. 4. Proposed FSMPC scheme for BTM system in CAHEVs.

performances of these possible solutions, in which the opti-
mized combination of the cooling/heating powers is selected
for improving both the battery temperature and energy saving

[Pair,opt(k), Pliq,opt(k)]
= minimize[Pair(k),Pliq(k)]∈P

J [k, Pair,opt(k), Pliq,opt(k)] (15)

where the finite set of air and liquid cooling/heating system
powers is expressed as {[λair Pair,max, λliq Pliq,max]} (λair =
0, 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 1, and λliq = 0, 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 1). To balance
the solving precision and the computational efforts, the number
of possible solutions in the finite set is chosen as 100 in
this paper. The control structure of the proposed finite-set
model-based BTM prediction control is shown in Fig. 4. Due
to the large time constant, the battery temperature changes
slowly during a long prediction horizon. Therefore, the con-
stant cooling/heating powers Pair(k) and Pliq(k) are assumed
within the prediction horizon. This reasonable assumption can
reduce the iteration times in each control period, leading to
further alleviation of the ECU’s computational burden for
BTM systems.

IV. PARAMETER UNCERTAINTY

COMPENSATION BASED ON ESO

A. Effect of Parameter Uncertainties on BTM System

As described above, the thermoelectric parameters are time
variant and hard to measure directly in a BTM system.
Thus, there is nonnegligible prediction error in both battery
temperature and consumed energy predictions. Based on (9),
the predicted battery temperature with overrated internal bat-
tery resistance is higher than its actual value; thus, more
cooling power is required for the unsatisfactory battery temper-
ature, leading to the decreased system efficiency. There is the
same problem when the heat transfer coefficients hair and hliq
are underestimated. Contrarily, if the heat generation source
parameters are underestimated or the heat transfer coefficients
are overrated, the cooling/heating of battery packs is insuf-
ficient. Moreover, the heat Qexh coupled with the powertrain
cannot be modeled with mathematical equations, producing an
unpredictable influence on the battery temperature.

B. ESO-Based Parameter Uncertainty Compensation

The ESO is developed for active disturbance rejection
control [35], which is verified to be effective in canceling
the influence of parameter uncertainties. In a BTM system,
the inherent system parameter uncertainties have an undesir-
able effect on system performance, which can be expressed as

˙Tbat = (Qgen + Qexh − Qair − Qliq)/Cp,batmbat

+ f (�hair,�hliq)

= (−Qair − Qliq)/Cp,batmbat + d (16)

where �hair and �hliq represent the offsets between the
actual values and the estimated values of hair and hliq,
respectively. Accordingly, f (�hair, �hliq) denotes the effect
of the thermoelectric parameter variation of hair and hliq. Since
the calculation of heat generation rate Qgen requires precise
battery parameters which are hard to obtain, it can also be
considered as one of the system disturbances. Meanwhile,
the unknown exhausted heat Qexh can also be taken as the
system disturbances. Thus, the total system disturbance d
caused by system parameter uncertainties contains both the
heat generation rate (Qgen + Qexh) and the effect of thermo-
electric parameter mismatch.

To compensate the influence of parameter uncertainties, d is
chosen as an extended system state in addition to Tbat. The
state of the extended system is presented as

{
ẋ = Ax + Bu + Eh

y = Cx
(17)

where x = [Tbatd]T , u = [Qair Qliq]T , A = [00; 01]; B = −1/
(Cp,batmbat)[11; 00]; C = [10], E = [01]T , and h represents
the variation rate of the augment system state d . Based on (14),
an ESO can be built as

{
ż = Az + Bu + L

(
y − ŷ

)

ŷ = Cz
(18)

where z = [ T̂bat d̂ ]T with the observer gain L = [β1 β2 ]T .
From the built ESO, the effect of the system parameter
uncertainty d can be observed with the use of the difference
between the measured battery temperature Tbat and the esti-
mated battery temperature T̂bat. By transforming (18) into the
discrete domain, the discrete ESO used in the BTM system is
constructed as
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

T̂bat(k + 1) = T̂bat(k) + Tsd̂(k) + β1Ts[Tbat(k) − T̂bat(k)]
−Ts[Qair(k) + Qliq(k)]/Cp,batmbat

d̂(k + 1) = d̂(k) + β2Ts[Tbat(k) − T̂bat(k)].
(19)

Usually, the observer gains are selected as β1 = 2 ω0 and
β1 = ω2

0 to ensure both the system stability and the fast
dynamics [36]. When considering the limitation of discrete
sampling, the system bandwidth ω0 is chosen as π/3Ts

to obtain both sufficient stability margin and fast dynamic
response.
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Fig. 5. Control diagram of the proposed ESO.

C. Parameter Uncertainty Compensation Analysis

Performing the Z transform on (18), the control diagram of
the proposed ESO can be established to analyze the ability
of parameter uncertainty compensation. As shown in Fig. 5,
the observed battery temperature with the feedback of the
actual battery temperature can be expressed as

T̂bat(z)

Tbat(z)
= 2ω0Ts(1 − z−1) + ω2

0T 2
s

(1 + ω0T − z−1)2 . (20)

Then, the transfer function of disturbance estimation is
expressed as

d̂(z)

d(z)
= ω2

0T 2
s

(1 + ω0Ts − z−1)2 . (21)

From (20) and (21), the transfer functions show that the
proposed ESO is a second-order inertia plant, whose zeros and
poles are determined by the observer gain β1 and β2. As the
battery temperature changes slowly during the prediction hori-
zon, its dynamics can be tracked by the fast second-order plant
without steady errors. Consequently, the system disturbance d
can also be precisely estimated as shown in (19), because it is
observed according to the tracking error between T̂bat and Tbat.
Consequently, the parameter uncertainties can be adequately
compensated with the implementation of the proposed ESO.

D. Battery Temperature Prediction Based on ESO

As the proposed ESO can accurately estimate the system
disturbances caused by heat generation Qgen and parameter
uncertainties f (�hair, �hliq), the battery temperature predic-
tion function can be rewritten as

Tbat(k + i)

= Tbat(k + i − 1) − Ts/Cp,batmbat

× [Qair(k + i − 1)+Qliq(k + i − 1)]+Tsd(k + i − 1).

(22)

However, the future values of d used in the long horizon pre-
diction still cannot be directly obtained from the ESO. To fix
this issue, the numerical relation between future battery power
and system disturbances is required. According to (3) and (6),
the battery heat generation rate can be expressed as

Qgen =
(

Voc − √
V 2

oc − 4Pbat Rbat

2Rbat

)2

Rbat

−
Tbat

(
Voc − √

V 2
oc − 4Pbat Rbat

)

2Rbat
· dVoc

dTbat
. (23)

Fig. 6. Compensation of parameter uncertainties based on ESO.

Substituting (23) into (16) and performing the Taylor
series expansion, the system disturbance can be approximately
expressed as

d =̇ Rbat

V 2
oc

(
1 − 2Rbat

V 2
oc

)
P2

bat + 2RbatTbat

V 2
oc

· dVoc

dTbat
· Pbat

+ f (�hair,�hliq) + Qexh − Tbat
dVoc

dTbat

=̇ AP2
bat + B Pbat + C. (24)

As the coefficients in (24) are almost constant within the
prediction horizon, the polynomial approximation can be made
to simplify the control strategy, where three constant factors A,
B , and C are used to describe the numerical relation between
d and Pbat. Using the stored historical data of Pbat and d ,
the optimum values of A, B , and C can be estimated by the
least-squares method

⎡
⎣

A
B
C

⎤
⎦ = (PT P)−1 PT

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

d (k)
d (k − 1)

...
d (k − N)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ (25)

in which

P =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 Pbat (k) P2
bat (k)

1 Pbat (k − 1) P2
bat (k − 1)

...
...

...

1 Pbat (k − N) P2
bat (k − N )

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ (26)

where N denotes the number of the stored sampling
data groups for the system parameter estimation. By com-
bining (22)–(26), the future battery temperature can be
predicted as

Tbat(k + i) = Tbat(k + i − 1) − Ts[Qair(k + i − 1)

+ Qliq(k + i − 1)]/Cp,batmbat

+ Ts
[
AP2

bat(k+i −1)+B P2
bat(k+i −1) + C

]
.

(27)

In (27), the thermoelectric parameters of the BTM system
are not required for battery temperature prediction, while
the accuracy of this prediction can be guaranteed by the
implementation of the ESO and the measurement of the
battery temperature, as shown in Fig. 6. Therefore, the effect
of parameter uncertainties can be eliminated, leading to the
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Fig. 7. Experimental setup of HIL test bench.

precise prediction of battery temperature and improved BTM
system performance and efficiency.

V. HARDWARE-IN-THE-LOOP VALIDATION RESULTS

A. HIL Test Configuration

The HIL test bench for the BTM system is shown in Fig. 7.
The dSPACE MicroAutoBox is utilized for emulating the ECU
in CAHEVs, in which the real-time optimized BTM strategy is
implemented and tested. The HEV is emulated by the dSPACE
SCALEXIO, in which the physical model of the BTM system
is emulated as the control object in a real time. Note that
the battery power is assumed to be precisely predicted by
the intelligent transportation systems for CAHEVs during the
drive cycle to avoid the influence of the stochastic process,
such as immediate load change caused by the unpredictable
traffic accidents.

The urban dynamometer driving schedule is implemented as
the test drive cycle, and the Toyota Prius 2010 PHEV model is
selected as the test vehicle model. The vehicle model is from
Autonomie Rev. 15 SP1, containing the models of electric
components, powertrain, engine, road conditions, and so on.
The related vehicle parameters in the HIL test are provided
by the technical test report of Idaho National Laboratory [36].
As the aging performance of the battery is not modeled in the
test, the battery parameter uncertainties are set in the controller
to represent the parameter inaccuracy caused by the battery
aging. The exhausted heat Qexh coupled by the powertrain
is modeled as an unknown constant in the HIL test. The
control period is set to 1 s, and the prediction horizon is set
to 30 s to take full advantage of the CAHEV’s future drive
profiles in prediction. The full powers of the air and liquid
cooling/heating systems are 150 and 700 W, respectively. The
temperatures of the cabin air and the coolant are both set
to 25 °C. The start points of the battery temperatures for
cooling and heating tests are 50 °C and 0 °C, respectively.

B. HIL Test Results of the Weighting Factor μ

In order to study the influence of the weighting factor in
the cost function on system performance, the HIL tests with
different values of μ(0.1, 0.5, and0.9) are conducted, and
the results are shown in Fig. 8. It is clear that the battery

temperature cannot reach to the optimal value (27 °C) when
a small weighting factor (μ = 0.1) is adopted. Contrarily,
a large weighting factor (μ = 0.9) leads to better temperature
performance, but with much more BTM consumed energy,
which is not preferable for energy saving. In order to balance
the battery temperature performance and energy efficiency,
the weighting factor is set to 0.5 in the HIL test.

C. HIL Test Results of the Proposed Strategy
and Conventional Strategy

To verify the energy-efficiency of the proposed FSMPC
BTM strategy, the HIL tests are performed. The weighing
coefficient μ in the cost function is chosen as 0.5 to obtain both
the desired battery temperature and the improved energy effi-
ciency. The commonly used PID-based method is also tested
to provide the comparison, in which the air-based and liquid-
based systems are controlled by two PID regulators separately.
The desired battery pack temperature in PID method is set to
27 °C according to its aging curve and output power limit.

The cooling performance of the BTM system is first
presented in Fig. 9. As depicted in Fig. 9(b), the battery
temperatures performances under the two tested methods are
very similar, whose dynamics and final states are close to
each other. Because the total consumed BTM system energy,
namely, Wair + Wliq shown in Fig. 9(c), is almost 30% off,
the energy efficiency of the FCMPC-based system is obviously
improved without deteriorating the control performance of the
battery temperature. The resulted difference in system energy
efficiency is due to different combinations of air-based and
liquid-based system powers in the two methods, as shown
in Fig. 9(a). To reduce the BTM energy consumption, the PID
method tends to use more air-based system power under the
assumption that the air-based system power is lower than
the liquid-based system power. However, when the battery
temperature is close to the cabin air temperature, the dissipated
heat rate of the air-based system is significantly low even at
the full power. This undesirable phenomenon is caused by
the relatively low heat transfer coefficient hair and thermal
capacity Cp,air. Contrarily, the liquid-based system provides a
higher energy efficiency when the temperatures of the coolant
and the battery pack are close, because of hliq and Cp,liq are
much higher than hair and Cp,air.

Therefore, when the battery temperature is close to that
of the cooling media, the liquid-based system can provide
higher heat dissipation rate with a lower energy consumption,
as shown in Fig. 9(c). To present the energy efficiency of the
BTM system, the evaluation index is defined as (Qair + Qliq)/
(Pair + Pliq), as shown in Fig. 9(c). It can be seen that the pro-
posed FSMPC BTM strategy can optimize the cooling power
distribution to the air-based and liquid-based systems due to
the evaluation of the cost function (14). Another merit of the
proposed FSMPC is that the future battery temperature can
be predicte; thus, the FSMPC-based BTM system possesses
better capability to respond to foreseen vehicle driving profiles,
leading to further BTM energy reduction.

The heating performance of the BTM system is also tested,
and the results are shown in Fig. 10. Similar to the cooling
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Fig. 8. HIL test results of BTM system performance with different weighting factors. (a) BTM system power. (b) Battery temperature. (c) Total consumed
BTM energy.

Fig. 9. HIL test results of BTM system’s cooling performance. (a) BTM system power. (b) Battery temperature and consumed BTM energy. (c) Heat
dissipation rate and energy-efficiency index of BTM system.

Fig. 10. HIL test results of BTM system’s heating performance. (a) BTM system power. (b) Battery temperature and consumed BTM energy. (c) Heat
dissipation rate and energy-efficiency index of BTM system.

performance, the proposed FSMPC strategy can save more
than 50% energy compared to the conventional PID method
with almost identical battery temperature control performance.
It can be seen that both the air-based and liquid-based systems
are OFF when the battery temperature reaches to 25 °C,
because the cabin air and coolant cannot transfer heat to the
battery anymore. The battery temperature can still rise due to
the Joule heat generation. The HIL test results demonstrate that
the proposed FSMPC can effectively cool/heat the battery pack
to the optimum temperature during drive cycles with improved
system energy efficiency.

D. HIL Test Results of the Parameter
Uncertainty Compensation

The primary concern for the parameter variations is that
the heat transfer coefficients hair and hliq are deteriorated
by parametric uncertainties. Meanwhile, the battery internal
resistance is also affected by the aging. Thus, the values

of hair, hliq, and Rint are set with various deviations in the
HIL test. In the test, 150% (120%) estimated hair and hliq
are combined with 50% (80%) estimated Rint, leading to
the predicted battery temperature lower than the actual value,
as shown in Fig. 11(a). On the contrary, 50% (80%) estimated
hair and hliq are combined with 150% (120%) estimated Rint
in the test, resulting in the predicted battery temperature higher
than the actual value, as shown in Fig. 11(b). Consequently,
the HIL test results show the battery temperature cannot
be cooled down to the optimum value when the predicted
temperature is underestimated (150% estimated hair and hliq
with 50% estimated Rint). Contrarily, the consumed BTM
energy is increased dramatically when the predicted temper-
ature is overrated (50% estimated hair and hliq with 150%
estimated Rint), as shown in Fig. 11(c). It can be concluded
that the uncompensated system cannot provide desired battery
temperature performance and energy efficiency.

The proposed ESO-based FSMPC method is tested to
validate its robustness against parameter uncertainties. As seen
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Fig. 11. HIL test results of BTM system performance with parameter mismatch. (a) Predicted battery temperature. (b) Actual battery temperature. (c) Total
consumed BTM energy.

Fig. 12. HIL test results of the proposed ESO-based FCMPC BTM strategy with thermoelectric parameter mismatch. (a) Observed disturbances. (b) Battery
temperature. (c) BTM consumed energy.

from Fig. 12(a), the disturbances caused by the parame-
ter variations and model uncertainties are observed by the
ESO. The convergence time of the observed system dis-
turbance d is affected by the severity of system parameter
uncertainties. Meanwhile, under the effect of the parameter
mismatch, the tracked system disturbances deviate from the
one without parameter uncertainties. These differences denote
the influences of the parameter mismatch, which are precisely
observed to provide a proper compensation in the battery
temperature control, as shown in Fig. 12(b). Compared to
the test results without the compensation, the influences of
parameter uncertainties on consumed BTM energies are also
eliminated, as shown in Fig. 12(c). The minor differences of
the consumed energies are produced in the initial convergence
of the system disturbance observation. The HIL test results
show that the proposed FSMPC BTM strategy has strong
robustness against parameter uncertainties so that the BTM
system performance and efficiency can be both guaranteed at
various operating scenarios.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper has given a sufficient insight into the BTM in
CAHEVs. To improve the system performance and energy effi-
ciency, a finite-set model predictive BTM strategy is proposed
to take advantage of both air-and liquid-based cooling/heating
systems. By using CAHEVs’ future driving profiles, the opti-
mal combination of air and liquid cooling/heating power
is achieved for regulating the battery temperature with the
minimum possible electric energy. To eliminate the influence
of the thermoelectric parameter variations and model uncer-
tainties, the ESO is proposed. Then, the proper compensation
based on the observed system disturbances can be achieved;

thus the accuracy of the prediction model is significantly
improved, leading to excellent parameter robustness. The HIL
validation of the proposed BTM strategy is implemented on
a Toyota Prius PHEV model. Compared to the conventional
BTM method, the proposed FSMPC BTM strategy can save
more than 30% electric energy of BTM system during the
whole drive cycle without battery temperature performance
deterioration. Meanwhile, the HIL validation results also show
that the system performance and energy efficiency are immune
to parameter uncertainties. In the future work, the stochastic
load change during the drive cycle will be investigated to
further enhance the robustness of the BTM system.
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